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I When in the audience:
I take the time to political aspects of conferences/work meetings
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I take the opportunity to see/read new things.
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A good talk/paper/report can boost your career (as a researcher and as an engineer), a
bad one can kill it!
I Follow your peer’s advice, don’t be stubborn:
I If peer comments are uniformly bad, start again from scratch!
I Erroneous work is NOT admissible
I Do not submit your work officially before being 100% sure.
⇒ Even then, you often miss important aspects!
I Whenever possible, do not work for a deadline!
⇒ Best works emerge from free thinking, not under pressure.
I Get your papers/reports/slides reviewed by colleagues, several times so:
I Reviews from colleagues in your area is fundamental
I Reviews from colleagues outside your area gives you confidence on accessibility.

I Written communications must be bullet-proof when submitted.
I Never submit anything official if based on weak “conjectures”! Especially so if the
conjecture is likely not to hold.
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The keys for a good scientific article:
I In the content:
I Novelty: the work must be new, clearly demonstrated as such beyond any doubt
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I In the form:
I Simplicity: keep all sentences “subject + verb + complement”. Be extremely factual.
Leave no room to interpretation.
I Clarity: no self-contradiction in the article, no vague statement, and no lies!
I Exactness: banish approximative statements, approximative calculus unless well
defended, justify models, etc.
I Readability and usability: the paper usually targets a specialized but as large as
possible audience
⇒ You want the work to be used!
⇒ Don’t make the paper more complicated than it is to impress the reader!
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anything sufficiently new
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I Poor writing style/quality/English expression: A document filled with missing
words, spelling mistakes, etc., is automatically of poor quality.
⇒ Botching your work is unacceptable!
⇒ No copy-paste of text sentences to create abstract! This shows shameless lazy
behavior.
I PLAGIARISM !!: Beyond unacceptable, must be reported! May imply blacklisting
or life banishment!
⇒ Even self-plagiarism is banned!
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Some facts about evaluations to remember:
I In a way, evaluators like very bad works: easy to throw to garbage, easy work!
I Evaluators often know the area: no need to try to hide things, knowledgeable
people will detect them.
I Evaluators are likely cited in your work: people in the same area with related
works expect to have their work referenced.
I Readers of long papers might get tired: make sure long papers deserve to be
so long! Overwriting a paper annoys readers who won’t read it.
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I choose appropriate wording
I avoid common uninformative/waste words, e.g. “use”: never use use
I avoid all possible confusions, e.g. “ECG of a monkey using . . . ” (who uses what?), “Data
Augmentation for Speech Recognition for Under-resourced Languages” (two targets?)
I use natural keywords!
⇒ Some important information (e.g. practical application of the main math result) may
never be spotted in search engines.
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I Be consistent with article size
I
I
I
I

5 page-paper: 5-10 references
10-20 page-paper: 25-50 references
Tutorial size paper: 100-200 references
Book size: 500-1000 references

I Special care when referencing prior work:
I
I
I
I
I

references acknowledge the work of people before you
avoid open criticism of bad articles (do not reference them!)
avoid criticism of old articles (your ideas often come from a modern look at them)
make an exhaustive analysis of the literature in order not to miss any actors
when not referencing an article, make sure the paper excludes it naturally (reviewers
may be annoyed by that)
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I Make sure results are reproducible!
I
I
I
I

Missing data is the worst!
Avoid graphs relying on single realization of a random variable
When using randomness, show averages, error bars, justified by laws of large numbers
Codes must be linked or included
⇒ In large simulation-based research, danger lies in unverifiable huge codes!

I Don’t enforce good results, be honest
I
I
I
I

Avoid showing only corner case scenarios, this will be spotted!
Don’t hide alternative techniques that work better.
Sometimes, papers justifying that a technique is bad are good papers.
Often, plots are a support for proven results. They don’t stand themselves as proofs.

Question every table with large number of zeros

Temp [°C]

Growth in 48 h [mm]

-50
-40
-30
-20
-10
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
8
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table: Effect of temperature on growth of oak seedlings

Not all numerical data must be put in a table
Temp [°C]

No. of expt

Aeration of growth medium

Growth

24
24

5
5

+
-

78
0

Table: Effect of aeration on growth of Streptomyces coelicolor

Nocillin

K Penicillin

5/35 (14)

9/34 (26)
Table: Bacteriological failure rates

When to use tables?

I If repetitive data must be presented
I If few determinations ⇒ data in text
I Put table (column) into words if reasonable
I Question every table with large number of zeros
I Give only significant data

Good Table

Parameters for downlink transmission scheme
Bandwidth [MHz]
2.5
5.0
10.0
15.0
20.0

fS [MHz]

FFT size

# occupied SC

3.84
7.68
15.36
23.04
30.72

256
512
1024
1536
2048

151
301
601
901
1201

Table: Parameters for downlink transmission scheme

How to arrange tabular material

I Like elements should read down not across
I Words in a column are lined up left
I Number lined up right (or at decimal point)
I Vertical rules are normally not used
I Avoid double rules
I Avoid exponents in table headings
I Follow the guidelines/instructions if provided
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Symbols and legend
I Use standard symbols ◦ 4  • N 
I Use different symbols or different types of connecting line (e.g. dashed, dotted,
etc.)
I Don’t use only colors to distinguish curves
⇒ not visible when printed black&white
I Use appropriate line width, size
I Ensure consistency of display with the rest of the document!
I Don’t shrink/distort images, don’t make ugly low-resolution copy-paste!
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I Absolutely avoid verbiage and paraphrasing
I “It is clearly shown in Figure 1 that . . . ” → “Figure 1 shows that . . . ”.
I Figures and tables content must be explained, not repeated in text

I Stick to usual paper rules
I figures, tables are referenced, not given “below” or “on the next page”.
I only number what is referenced (unless for peer-review)
I etc.
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I New abbreviations only for new named schemes that go throughout the article (only 1 or
2)

I Names on the paper:
I In most math articles, alphabetical order is preferred
I Otherwise, order with percentages of contribution (from most to least)
I Don’t add people who almost did not contribute!
⇒ Protect yourself from “politically correct” addition of fake authors, especially in
scientific publications
→ combat hierarchical authority on ethical grounds

I Paper size:
I
I
I
I
I

Most papers are the pinnacle of months of work, so it is tempting to overwrite them
Keep the paper efficient: clear and simple so to convey the information fast and reliably
Respect page limitations: journals adapt themselves to most practical format
Readers won’t read too long articles
When proofs are long and little informative for the contribution, keep them in appendices
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I Automatic treatment of references/cross-references and sectioning:
I table of contents automated with \section, \subsection, (\chapter), etc.
I every equation, figure, table, etc., referenced using \label and \ref (or \eqref)

I Important extra packages:
I insert new features/modules with \usepackage{ThePackage}
I for plots/graphs: use pgfplots (fully latex compliant), don’t copy-paste Matlab/Python
output!
I for drawings: use tikz
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I In seminars, conferences, staff meetings:
I These are places to meet/confront/share with people from your area
I Make the effort to enroll in the community, by abiding by its rules
I Good talks in meetings are rare: be sure to make a difference, be the exception!.

I Opening your mind to other subjects:
I Use those papers/seminars/talks/conferences/tutorials to discover new topics
I Some meetings/conferences privilege very new contributions, even missing target:
exploit them!
I Often, papers/talks of interest were available online 6 months before.
⇒ To be kept in mind for your own presentation!
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I At the same time, avoid papers looking like unsupported claims
I Be convincing
I Be pedagogical (at a researcher level of course!)
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notations short.
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Problems with short papers

Even “best” scientific conferences are plagued by quantities of bad papers, awful
reviews, and bad science level
I In industrial sectors, there is more researchers than topics!
⇒ Conference papers are badly filtered and most papers are bad.
I You need to know how to make a difference! Make the paper interesting so that at
least your evaluators do read them!
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Choosing the appropriate journal/evaluation board
The point of long papers is to help science, not to grow your CV list.
Criteria to be remembered:
I Journals/technical reports have a preferred orientation and audience.
⇒ Do not force into a journal only based on impact factor: you won’t be cited.
I In same area, journals are ranked by impact factors.
⇒ If your article is not worth the best journals, maybe it’s not worth publishing
I Do not force a paper to be published by jumping from journal to journal.
→ Reviewers are often the same and you get a bad reputation
→ A bad paper is a bad paper, you need to change it!
⇒ Never feel in a hurry to publish! Your career may be at stake!
I Page length may be a critical factor depending on your contribution.
⇒ Problem with theoretical contributions: few journals allow 50-page proofs.
When the journal is selected/the type of report requested is clarified:
I abide by the redaction rules.
→ See instructions for authors if they exist.
I even if not requested on submission, adapt to the expected final layout
⇒ Typesetters may make the paper unreadable.
→ Usually, only math papers are single-column.
I be prepared to adapt the scientific “jargon” to the community of interest.
I if not exactly your field, do not miss essential references from this community.
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I State-of-the-art section: be exhaustive in references surrounding your work.
→ Readers may jump at reference list to see who did what before you.
→ Readers are in your area, so they expect to be cited, especially when justified!
I Originality: show and justify a natural progression from past work to your work
and that something new is being said.
⇒ Avoid unjustified ε-alterations of previous work
→ This does not help science, nor does it help you and how people see your work!
I Accuracy: the work cannot be flawed! Everything needs to be justified on solid
grounds.
⇒ If relying on mathematical grounds, don’t try to dodge a difficulty, (i) this will be
spotted! and (ii) this is not the point!
(medal Field winner C. Villani got his “winning paper” rejected at first for not
pushing far enough!)
→ Accuracy must hold down to the notations. A non-introduced variable suffices
for rejection.
I Efficiency: keep the content simple and clear (but well commented), not long for
the sake of writing a “real” contribution
→ Even a work of 2 years does not justify to be overly written.
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I Title: Precise with appropriate keywords (people look for papers on the internet)
I Abstract: Can be much longer than in short documents. More details are allowed.
I Introduction:
I Deep importance of the references and state-of-the-art.
→ A voluntarily ignored reference can cause trouble.
I Motivate your work accurately by confrontation of your model (and/or new results) to
other references.
I Introduce generic notations (math symbols, etc.)
→ Don’t assume people understand what you mean!

I Methods and Results:
I Model must be comprehensive and as general as possible
→ Do not particularize too much a work of theoretical research!
→ Do not miss or hide any of your hypotheses: the whole result might collapse.
I Results to be shown must be well-chosen
→ Don’t be tempted to draw 10 figures, this is usually pointless.
I Don’t evade into other topics / Don’t unnecessarily multiply sections
⇒ Avoid an outline of the type: from particular to general results in 3 sections!

I Discussion and Conclusion:
I Make it efficient. Smart unequivocal comments.
→ Fight against painful philosophical or empty discussions!
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I Good and bad presentations:
I A bad presentation in front of people in your field can ruin your career!
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I Ultimate goal is to convey information about your work
I make sure the slides are simple, clear
I remove all unnecessary information for overall understanding

I Convince people from your field of the worthiness of your work
I you need to keep in contact with the community
I simultaneously, beware of conflicts of interest!

I Convince the whole community of your strengths
I the community is small (everybody knows everybody else): people off your field will talk
about your presentation
I keep in mind that you’re only at the beginning: your presentations are building your
career!
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I Be very pedagogical on system model/what you want to do
I use at least 2min at the beginning for a “marketing slide 0”
⇒ Grab people’s attention by exciting slide 0, so they stick with you all along!
→ With one talk/15min, you need to get people’s attention
⇒ Worst case people have no clue what you say during 15min! This happens quite
often!!
I explanatory figures/simple equations are welcome

I State-of-the-art must be well done
I Make clear what has been done before, what’s new here
→ Most people in the audience don’t know the topic.
I Correctly reference prior work
→ People in the room may work on the topic: they want to see their names!
⇒ Worst case: you show off on a subject already covered by someone in the room!
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Preparing the slides

Specific preparation:
I Keep the talk/slides didactic
I Discard all unnecessary details so not to loose track of what’s important
I Always recall again and again important points
I people will forget what was said 2 slides before
I if the model is too complicated, no one will follow

I Stress the important points (red markers, specific boxes)
I Use clear environments (distinguish examples / theorems / independent items)

I Conclusion is often done but not so necessary (after 15min, everyone should
remember what you said!)
I Opening / discussion of technical problems to be solved is important
I a new proof approach is often what will be reused after you
I people in your field must feel there is some grain to grind

Before the presentation: Checklist

I Rehearse your presentation beforehand
I Know at least your slides’ content
I Don’t rehearse too much to gain make it feel natural
→ Over-preparation and stress are visible and annoying

I Check that your slides are functioning properly
I Get to the hall ahead of the audience
I Make sure the projector is working
I Assure that your slides project
I Check the lights
I Check the microphone if you use one
I Check that pens/chalks are available if board is needed

When comes the presentation
→ How to combat stage fright:
I Prepare so you feel confident
I Do not prepare too much so you feel obsessed
I Dissipate nervous energy e.g. take walk, exercises etc.
I Beware of too much caffeine, food or water
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→ How to combat stage fright:
I Prepare so you feel confident
I Do not prepare too much so you feel obsessed
I Dissipate nervous energy e.g. take walk, exercises etc.
I Beware of too much caffeine, food or water
→ How to act during the presentation:
I Obviously, don’t read notes!
I Too many ideas too quickly presented will be confusing
I Stick to most important points or results
I Don’t proceed too fast, especially at beginning
I Fit the allotted time slot (plan 9 min or 9.5 min if you have 10 min)
I Speak very clearly and avoid speaking quickly
I Look at the audience, get constant feedback and adapt to it!
I Show interest in your subject
I Avoid habits that might be distracting
I Beware of the “crazy pointer” behavior: slow and restricted use of it, use your
hands instead!
⇒ Crazy pointers are very stressful, even painful!
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I Offer to talk later

I If you lack the answer
I Admit that you don’t know (do not panic)
I Sometimes people ask to check that you know
→ Don’t make up a wrong answer.
I Offer to provide the answer later
I Say how to find the answer
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Videoconferencing

Since Covid-19’s crisis, most talks are now remote
I The new parameters:
I No eye contact, no visual feedback
I Worse, listeners easily distractible!

I The solutions/adaptations:
I “slide 0” is fundamental (we assume people stay at least 2min!)
I insist on all attention-grabbing tricks:
I
I
I
I
I

take it even slower,
change tone,
repeat, insist even more,
scream in your mic if needed,
make jokes, even to yourself!

I smart use of pointer and underliner:
I use underlining tool
I if available, use digital pen and mark your slides!
I be very slow and precise with the mouse
⇒ Nothing’s more annoying than a crazy pointer/mouse!

Strategies for scientific writing
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⇒ most space for illustrations
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I Brief discussion or conclusion (bulleted short sentences)

I Detailed content:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Short attention-grabbing title
Choose appropriate typeface
Use bulleted and numbered lists
Should be self-explanatory
Lots of white space is important
Guide the viewer (what to look at first, second, ...)
Poster should contain highlights
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Presenting the Poster

I Don’t stay idle in front of the poster
I Grab people passing by
I Show willingness to present your work to others.

I Handling multiple listeners:
I Listeners will come successively: explain to the newcomers you will start again in a few
minutes
I Don’t jump from listener to listener: keep the flow of your talk
I Don’t accelerate the pace to move to the next listener: it ruins the presentation for
everyone

I The t0 -trick: how to get your first visitor?
→ present your talk to a colleague, other people will be less shy! (do you go to the
empty restaurant or the animated one?)
I Show readiness to answer questions
I Take advantage of the chance for feedback/network
I Consider handouts with more details
I Have some copies of your paper or related research

The 20-point checklist
• For all communications:
[2pt] the message is unique, clear, and well conveyed
[2pt] the objective/motivation (problem statement with a progression from history,
through state-of-the-art, to the “before and after this work”) is crystal-clear
[2pt] the presentation is smartly structured according to the IMRAD format
• Written communications:
[2pt] two-level reading: first quick scan must tell the main story (clear environments,
self-contained figures) / full scan must be exhaustive, reproducible, with no errors
[1pt] paper is self-contained, browsing is easy, all notations are defined and “simple”
[1pt] main results/visuals are smartly interpreted, not just described
[1pt] the conclusion is a smart opening with new questions, convincing continuation
beyond the work: not a copy-pasted abstract!
[1pt] no error in syntax, grammar, spelling; appropriate language
• Oral communications:
[3pt] 2-min on first slide with only one “comprehensive” image
[2pt] minimal content on slides (no sentences, clear emphases, etc.)
[2pt] repeat again and again, browse back, use the audience visual feedback (adapt
dynamically if you see your audience lost)
[1pt] never read notes or the slides: the slides support the talk, but are NOT the talk
EVIDENCE OF PLAGIARISM ⇒ Disciplinary committee!!

